Abstract The Circular Electron Positron Collider and International Linear Collider are two electron positron Higgs factories. They are designed to operate at center-of-mass energy of 240 and 250 GeV and accumulate 5.6 and 2 ab −1 of integrated luminosity. Using CEPC official samples, the signal strength for Higgs to ττ events are analyzed. The combined accuracy of the signal strength for H → ττ at CEPC achieves 0.8%. Extrapolating this analysis to the ILC setup, we conclude the ILC can reach a relative accuracy of 1.1% or 1.2%, corresponding to two benchmark settings of the beam polarization.
Introduction
Since the discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012 at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the precise measurement of the Higgs boson becomes the focus of the high energy physics experiments. Comparing to the LHC, the e + e − Higgs factories have clean environment, well known and adjustable initial state, and can determine the absolute value of Higgs boson couplings and decay width. Because of these advantages, many electron-positron Higgs factories are proposed, including the International Linear Collider (ILC) [1] , the Circular Electron Positron Collider (CEPC) [2] , the Future Circular Collider e + e − (FCCee) [3] , and the CLIC [4] .
The CEPC has a main ring circumference of 100 km, it can be operated as a Z factory ( √ s = 91.2 GeV ) and a Higgs factory ( √ s = 240 GeV ). It could also perform a W threshold scan at √ s = 160 GeV and determines precisely the mass and width of the W boson. After the electron-positron collision phase, a proton collider (SPPC) with a center-of-mass energy around 100 TeV can be installed in the same tunnel. The CEPC has a nominal integrated luminosity of 5.6 ab −1 and is expected to produce one million of Higgs bosons [5] . a e-mail: ruanmq@ihep.ac.cn
The CEPC has very clean collision environment and its detector system can record almost all the Higgs events. This clean, large-statistic Higgs sample provides crucial information on top of the Higgs program at the HL-LHC, and can boost the precision of Higgs boson property measurements by one order of magnitude [5] . .
Another e + e − Higgs factory, the ILC, has been intensively studied in the past 20 years. Comparing to the circular colliders, the center-of-mass of the ILC is much easier to upgrade. In its staging scenario, the ILC will start the collision at a center-of-mass energy of 250 GeV, serving as a Higgs factory with nominal luminosity of 2 ab −1 . The ILC can upgrade its center-of-mass energy to 380 GeV, 500 GeV, and eventually, to 1 TeV. These high-energy collisions give access to the tt, the ttH, the vvHH and the ZHH events, and also improves significantly the Higgs width measurements. Another significant advantage of the ILC is the capability of beam polarization. Since the left and right handed fermions have different quantum numbers in the Electroweak interaction, the beam polarization provides precision degree of freedoms to control the initial state of the collision. The beam polarization could significantly enhance the physics performance, for instance the sin 2 (θ w ) measurements. According to the ILC TDR, there are two official settings of the ILC beam polarization, P(-0.8, 0.3) and P(0.8, -0.3), the first/second number represents the electron/positron polarization status, and the minus sign refers to the left-hand polarization. In terms of the Higgs property measurement, the polarization could also enhance the signal yields, and/or suppress the SM background. Table 1 shows the inclusive cross section, the nominal luminosity, and the expected total Higgs events at the CEPC and the ILC.
As the heaviest lepton in the SM, a significant fraction of the SM Higgs boson decays into di-τ final states, making the H→ ττ a sensitive probe to the new physics. In this paper, the expected accuracy of the H→ ττ signal strength mea- This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the detector model, softwares, Monte Carlo (MC) simulation and samples used in the studies. Section 3 presents two different ττ event finding methods for different channels. In Section 4, the combination and extrapolation of the results for different channels are discussed. A conclusion and general discussion is summarized in Section 5.
Samples and software chain
The SM Higgs bosons are mainly generated via the ZH process and the vector boson fusion at the e + e − colliders, as shown in Figure 1 . The cross section of each channel is shown in Table 2 .
At the Higgs runs of both the CEPC and the ILC, the inclusive SM background within the detector fiducial volume, is roughly 2-3 orders of magnitudes higher than that of the Higgs signal. In our analysis, the backgrounds are characterized according to the number of final state fermions at parton level. At 240 or 250 GeV center-of-mass energy, the leading SM backgrounds are the 2-fermion and 4-fermion backgrounds. The 2-fermion backgrounds are the qq, bhabha, µ µ and ττ background; and the 4-fermion backgrounds includes the ZZ, the WW, the single W, the single Z, and the interfering processes. There are some combinations of particles could come from both Z and W boson, the corresponding processes form the interfering processes include zzorww process and zorw process. Their cross sections are shown in Table 2 .
The detector model used in the simulation is the CEPC baseline detector [2] , a Particle Flow Oriented detector. It composes of a low-material tracking system, a high granularity calorimeter system, and a 3-Tesla large radius solenoid that host both ECAL and HCAL inside. A baseline CEPC simulation-reconstruction software has been established. It uses the Whizard as the generator [6] , the Mokka [7] for the full detector simulation, the Clupatra [8] for tracking, and the Arbor [9] for the PFA reconstruction. Using the CEPC baseline geometry, an official massive Monte-Carlo production is performed, corresponding to the nominal setting of the CEPC Higgs runs. Weighting method are applied to this massive production. For the Higgs processes with small cross section, typically under 20 f b, the sample is simulated to a minimal statistic of 100k. For leading 2-fermion standard model background, the massive production only simulate a fraction of the expected statistics, to save the computing resource. The scaling factor for qq, nn and bhabha backgrounds is 2.7, 5.7, and 3.1 accordingly. For all 4-fermion backgrounds, the samples are generated with full statistics.
Signal strength analysis
In this paper, the τ events are classified into two categories according to their final states: without jets (µ µH, eeH and ννH) and with jets (qqH). The ττH channel are not discussed in this paper. The statistics of the H→ ττ signal at different channels are listed in Table 3 .
For the qqH channel, TAURUS, a dedicated τ finding algorithm has been developed and optimized for this analysis. TAURUS identifies all the τ candidate in an event, from which the Higgs decay final states are identified. The remaining particles are recognized as the di-jet system, whose invariant and recoil masses are used to distinguish the signal from the background.
No specific τ finding algorithm is used for the events without jets. Instead, these signals are identified mainly using the multiplicity of the charged particles and the photons. For the µ µH and eeH, the prompt leptons are identified using their invariant and recoil mass information, which significantly reduces the SM background.
Roughly 40% of SM τs decay into a single charged particle and neutrino(s). To ensure a high signal efficiency, the isolated charged particles are intentionally identified as τ candidates in all the analyses. On the other hand, the CEPC baseline detector is equipped with high precision vertex system. Because the τ leptons has a cτ of 89 µm, the leading tracks decayed from the τ candidates has a significant impact parameter. Therefore, the track impact parameter is used to distinguish the 1-prong decayed τ lepton from the prompt isolated tracks.
The analyses of different sub-channels are discussed in detail in the the following sections.
µ µH channel
The analysis of the µ µH channel is presented in this section. Each signal event consists a pair of µ decayed from the Z boson and a pair of τ lepton decay from the Higgs boson. The cut chain is shown in Table 4 .
The prompt µ is a critical signature of the signal. The baseline design of CEPC provides a high-efficiency and high purity identification of the leptons. Requesting a pair of µ preserves 97% of the signal and reduces the entire SM background by 40 times. After the first selections, the prompt di-µ system is identified as the combination with the closest mass to the 91.2 GeV. The backgrounds are further reduced by applying a constrain on the invariant and recoil mass of the di-µ system. These requirements suppress the SM background by another 50 times, and the remaining backgrounds are dominated by 2f events. Using the selection condition defined in Table 4 (3 first lines), the signal efficiency is 88.5% and the background rejection rate is 99.95%.
The remaining particles are identified as the di-τ system. The leading charged particle is identified, and all the particles within 1 radius to the leading particle are identified as one τ candidate, while the remaining particles are identified as the other τ candidate. Since the τ lepton decays into small number of charged particles and photons, the charged particle and photon multiplicity of each τ candidate is required to be smaller than 6 and 7, respectively. At this step, the 2 fermion backgrounds including µ µ and ττ (mainly 1 prong after the µ selection) are suppressed by requiring the existence of the τ candidates after the µ pair suppressed.
Several variables are extracted from the di-τ system, and combined using the TMVA method, to further suppress the background. These variables includes:
-the angle between the leading tracks and the furthest track in each region. -the angle between the leading tracks and the furthest photon in each region. -the angle between the leading photon and the furthest photon in each region.
The impact parameter of the leading track in the τ candidates is also used in the TMVA. By looking at the impact parameters of the tracks, those stemming from τ decays are further away from the vertex than the others. The impact parameters along the transverse and longitudinal directions (D0 and Z0 1 ) of the leading track from each τ candidate can be extracted.
The BDT distribution for the signal and the ZH backgrounds events are shown in Figure 2 . After an optimized cut at BTD value of 0.78, the background reduced further by 30%, at the cost of lost 5% of the signal. See the 7th line of Table 4 . After the TMVA event selection in Table 4 , the remaining backgrounds are Single Z and ZZ events. The invariant mass of the τ pair is calculated using the collinear approximation (assuming the momentum of neutrino or neutrinos is proportional to the τ's). The distribution is shown in Figure 3 for signal and SM inclusive background with a fit.
[GeV] From the fit result on the ττ collinear mass, the expected accuracy ∆ (σ × BR)/(σ × BR) = δ (S)/S to be 2.8%, where the δ (S) is the fitted signal event number error.
eeH channel
The analysis of the eeH channel is similar to that of the µ µH channel. Because of the Z fusion, the signal statistic of the eeH channel increases by 4% comparing to the µ µH channel. The electron identification efficiency performance is slightly worse than the muon identification, because the electrons has much significant bremsstrahlung effect. The eeH channel analysis also have much severe single W backgrounds. The cut chain for eeH channel is shown in Table   5 . After optimizing the parameters in the cut chain, 57% of the signal (1422) events survives and the entire SM background are reduced to 12k statistics, leading to a relative uncertainty of 8.3%, about 50% worse than that of the µ µH channel analysis.
Similar to the µ µH channel analysis, a fit is performed on the ττ collinear mass. The signal strength of H→ ττ measured from the eeH channel reaches 5.3%.
ννH channel
Comparing to the llH channels, the ννH signal also doesn't has jet in its final states and has 6 times larger the statistics. However, the ννH has no prompt lepton pairs with clean invariant and recoil mass signature, and the background for the ννH channel is much larger. This makes the signal strength accuracy of ννH channel is worse than in µ µH channel.
For the ννH channel, the criteria for event selection is that the missing mass is larger, the transverse momentum is also a method for the selection. The steps for di-τ tagging is similar as in µ µH channel except for that there is no need to veto the lepton pair. The cut chain of ννH channel is shown in Table 7 . After the τ candidates found, the angles between the τs are applied to reduce the 2f backgrounds.
In this channel, the collinear approximation can not be used, so only statistic result of 7.9% from the cut chain is used as the accuracy.
qqH channel
The qqH channel is critical for the H→ ττ signal strength measurement, since 70% of the Higgs events at the CEPC are generated via this channel. The cut chain for this analysis is summarized in Table 7 . It includes 4 steps, relying on the information of the general event description, the di-τ system, the di-jet system, and the vertex system correspondingly.
The first step uses the information of the charged particle multiplicity, the total visible energy, and the leading lepton energy. The multiplicity of the charged particles is required to be larger than 10. This requirement eliminates efficiently the full leptonic SM background. According to the visible energy distribution at the signal, the total visible energy is limited to (110, 235) GeV. The up limit of 235GeV efficiently reduces the fully visible hadronic events, such as the ee → j j( j = uds) and the WW /ZZ → 4q. The single W and single Z boson backgrounds have energetic final state leptons, and can be reduced by an up limit on the leading lepton energy.
A τ finding algorithm, TAURUS, is used to identify the τ candidates. Its parameters are optimized for the signal strength analysis at qqH channel. An overall τ finding efficiency/purity of 80%/90% is achieved at the qqH, H → ττ signal, see Figure 4. More details can be found in the appendix A, ref. The leading τ candidate of each charge, if exist, is identified as the decay product of the Higgs boson. The invariant mass of this pair is calculated using the collinear approximation (assuming the momentum of neutrino or neutrinos is proportional to the tau's), as shown in Figure 5 . The second step requires a pair of τ candidates, and its collinear mass is limited to (90, 160) GeV. The first step is a gentle selection that preserves 90% of the signal and reduces the SM background by almost 4 times. The second step reduces the remaining background by 3 orders of magnitudes at the cost of losing 60% of the signal events. The second step, especially the τ finding performance, is critical for this measurement.
After the first two steps, the main backgrounds include the backgrounds with the same final states at the parton level: ZZ→qqττ and ZH(Z→ ττ, H→qq).
In addition, a few WW, single W backgrounds survive after the previous steps, where one of the τ candidates might be generated from the mis-identification of TAURUS. These backgrounds can be significantly reduced by using the information of the remaining final state particles, which is defined as the di-jet system. The ZH and WW background can be reduced using the invariant mass of di-jet system, since the signal peaks at the Z boson mass, while the ZH background peaks at the Higgs mass and the WW background has a flat distribution, see Figure 6 . After the restriction on di-jet invariant mass (line 7 of Table 7 ), the ZZ background became a dominant one since its di-jet invariant mass also peaks at Z boson mass. However, the recoil-mass of the dijet system can clearly separate the signal from the ZZ background, see Figure 7 (line 8 of Table 7 ).
The PFA oriented detector design and reconstruction provide an accurate reconstruction of the di-jet system. Using the invariant and recoil mass of the di-jet system, the background are suppressed by one order of magnitude, and the cost of lost 5% of the remaining signal, and the accuracy improves more than a factor of 2, see line 7 and line 8 of Table  7 . After these event selections, the dominant backgrounds are WW and ZZ, especially their semi-leptonic decay.
For each track, the pull is defined as:
, where σ D0/Z0 is the uncertainty of D0 and Z0. The pull parameter of the event is then extracted as the sum of the two τ candidates decayed from Higgs, which distinguishes the τ candidates from the prompt tracks, see Figure 8 . The signal strength accuracy of the H → ττ) is extracted to be 0.93%.
Combination of results and extrapolation
To the first order, the measurements of different channels (eeH, µ µH, ννH and qqH) are independent. The cross section of Higgs decaying to ττ can be summarized as in Table. 8. A total accuracy of 0.8% is achieved for 5.6 ab −1 . In the eeH and ννH channel, it is shown that the accuracy is much worse than µ µH channel, even though the signal statistics in these two channels are larger. In eeH channel, the signal efficiency is about 10% smaller than the µ µH channel, caused by the electron identification efficiency performance. On the same time, the single W and single Z backgrounds with e + e − final states are not easy to suppress, leading to a three times larger SM backgrounds comparing with µ µH channel. Therefore, the accuracy in eeH channel is about two times worse than µ µH channel. In ννH channel, the Z decay final states can not be used, leading to a large amount of backgrounds. On the other hand, the collinear approximation can not be applied to get the fit result. The result is extrapolated to ILC. The ILC will be operated at 250 GeV center-of-mass energy with polarized beams, therefore, the signal and background cross sections are different from that at the CEPC. We calculated the cross sections and the expected number of events at the ILC. Assuming that the efficiency for each signal and background stays the same for ILC and CEPC, an extrapolation can be done as in Table 9 . Comparing with the result in ILC [11] , the independent analysis in this paper leads to an accuracy10% better, this improvement is mainly from the di-jet system information.
conclusion
In this paper, the expected signal strength of different channels with Higgs decaying into ττ at CEPC have been studied and the combined accuracy is reaching 0.8% level. This result is also extrapolated to ILC and gives an accuracy of 1.2% and 1.1% for two polarization set. The analysis is done with two kinds of signal events including events with or without jets. The PFA oriented detector and the reconstruction at the CEPC is critical for this analysis. At channels without jets, including µ µH, eeH, and ννH, the τ events identification relies strongly on a successful reconstruction of the photons and charged particles. The PFA reconstructs proper number of particles, providing the critical multiplicity information. In the qqH events, a dedicate τ finding algorithm is developed thanks to the precise reconstruction of final state particles. Even more, the invariant and recoil mass of thesystem provide the excellent selection of signal and backgrounds, 90% backgrounds are reduced while 94% signals remained. From further study on the PFA performance, it shows that the qqH signal strength accuracy degrades to 1.3% if the boson mass resolution degrades from 3.7% to 6%.
In both cases, a precise reconstruction of the impact parameter is essential for the τ events identification. In llH channel, the impact parameters are used in the TMVA training and it can improve about 1/3 of result than the TMVA without these parameters. In qqH channel, the fit on impact parameter improves almost 50% with the final result of cut chain.
In the channels with Z boson decaying to visible final states, the collinear mass of the τ pair is an important parameter for the signal selection. In µ µH and eeH channel, the fit on the collinear mass improves the accuracy by 1 time, in qqH channel the cut on this mass suppress 90% backgrounds.
The precise measurement might be influenced by the systematic uncertainties coming from luminosity, the fit procedure, and other experiment effects. The integrated luminosity could be measured using small angle radiative Bhabha scattering and the expected precision is better than 10 −3 . There is a number of other experimental effects such as acceptance, uncertainties of the τ finding or the influence of passive detector material. Further quantitative analysis of these effects is still needed. The uncertainty of fitting procedure could be estimated by changing the background shape and fitting range, and the difference in the measurement is taken as the systematic uncertainty.
Appendex 1: TAURUS(TAU ReconstrUction toolS)
The package for τ finding in CEPC is a double cone based algorithm, the steps are:
-Find tracks with energy higher than a defined E min as the seed -Collect tracks and photons within an angle ConeA -Calculate invariant mass with these particles -Calculate the D0 and Z0 of the leading track -Calculate the energy in a larger cone ConeB around the seed.
The variables of τ tagging is:
-Number of tracks/photons -Energy proportion in the smaller cone -Invariant mass of the ττ system -Invariant mass of thesystem (the particles except for τs ) M. -Recoil mass of thesystem (the particles except for τs ) M recoil.
Here the parameters E_min, ConeA, ConeB, are optimized to the value ε · p, where ε is the efficiency of finding τ in qqττ events (defined as the number of truth τ and found devided by the number of truth τ), and p is the purity of the tagged τs (defined as the number of truth τ and found devided by the number of tagged τ). The value of these parameters are: E min = 1.5 GeV, ConeA = 0.15 rad, ConeB = 0.45 rad, M min = 0.2 GeV, M max = 2.0 GeV, R En = 0.92.
